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9.20u **Ontvangst en opening** door dr. MF Pisters

9.30-9.35u Development of quality indicators for nonspecific low back pain in Dutch primary physiotherapy care, **Renske Schapendonk** - IQ Healthcare, Radboud MC, Nijmegen

9.35-9.40u Differences in patient characteristics and care path between direct access patients and referred patients to a physiotherapist, **Anke Janssen** - NIVEL, Utrecht

9.40-9.45u Needs, beliefs, feelings and behavior of close-relatives of patients admitted to the ICU regarding physical activity promotion: a longitudinal qualitative study, **Veerle van Dongen** - Radboud UMC, Nijmegen

9.45-9.50u Decision-making on continuing physical therapy in primary care after inpatient stroke rehabilitation: A qualitative study, **Marieke van der Veen** - AWF Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

9.50-9.55u Identification of relevant factors for patient mobility during hospitalization: A core set of quantitative and qualitative indicators, **Stein van den Heuvel** - IQ healthcare, Radboud MC, Nijmegen

9.55-10.00u Identifying the framework of Advanced Practice Physiotherapy in primary care in the Netherlands, **Ferdinand Bastiaens** - Hogeschool Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

10.00-10.05u Predicting outcomes after Total Knee Arthroplasty based on trajectories of functional status during an intensive physiotherapy program: an exploratory analysis, **Jacco Westeneng** - IQ healthcare, Radboud MC, Nijmegen

10.05-10.10u Predicting mobility in hospitalized adult patients, **Mohammed Benali** - RFS, UMC Utrecht

10.10-10.15u Factors associated with reduced work functioning in people with moderate medically unexplained physical symptoms, **Mark van Tilburg** - AWF Utrecht, Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

10.15-10.20u Impact of ‘Ban Bedcentricity’ multi-dimensional intervention to counteract in hospital functional decline: a retrospective review of routinely collected data, **Sandra Potkamp-Kloppers** – Radboud UMC, Nijmegen

**Pauze**

10.35-10.40u The intra-session reliability and concurrent validity of centre of pressure measurements in different foot positions in servicemen: a cross-sectional study, **Saskia van der Heijden** - Militair Revalidatie Centrum Aardenburg, Doorn

10.40-10.45u Physical Activity Level in Children undergoing Cancer treatment, **Lineke Kleinlugtenbelt** - Princess Máxima Center, Utrecht
10.45-10.50u Cross-Cultural Validity and Construct Validity of the Dutch-Flemish translation of the PROMIS Upper Extremity Item Bank V2.0 in Dutch Patients with Musculoskeletal Disorders of the Upper Extremity, Erik-Jan Haan, - VUMC, Amsterdam

10.50-10.55u The translation, validation and reliability of the Exercise Adherence Rating Scale in patients with chronic low back pain, Sam Beenhakker - NIVEL, Utrecht

10.55-11.00u Concurrent validity of an ankle-worn Personal Activity Monitor in elderly patients during Hospitalization, Mattanja Mellemia - Hogeschool Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

11.00-11.05u Participation in physical activity as experienced by children with a congenital heart disease and their parents: a thematic analysis, Nympha van der Feen - WKZ, UMC Utrecht

11.05-11.10u Cardiopulmonary response to acute exposure at high altitude during a CPET in patients who have had an arterial switch operation for a transposition of the great arteries, Fedde van Hees - WKZ, UMC Utrecht

11.10-11.15u The relationship between handgrip strength, total body mass and fat free mass in patients with (severe) obesity, Peter Dekkers - University of Glasgow, Glasgow, United Kingdom

11.15-11.20u The association of BMI with maximal heart rate and peak oxygen pulse in apparently healthy adults, Matthijs van Harten - WKZ, UMC Utrecht

11.20-11.25u Pelvic floor muscle function assessment by transabdominal ultrasound in men with Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms, Roelfrieke Naber - Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Pauze

11.50-11.55u The association between change in pain, disability and recovery at six month follow-up, by patients with complaints on the arm neck and/or shoulder in primary care, Larissa du Mortier - Erasmus MC, Rotterdam

11.55-12.00u Immediate effects of wearing a soft ankle brace on proprioception and dynamic postural control in chronic ankle instability: a cross-sectional study, Ingrid Barelds - Hanze Hogeschool & UMCG

12.00-12.05u Participation during outpatient rehabilitation in community-living patients with stroke, Teuni van Gisbergen - Revant, Breda

12.05-12.10u The association of knee extensor steadiness with physical function in patients with knee OA, Maaike Witvliet - Reade, Amsterdam

12.10-12.15u Off-field activities, a risky business for hamstring injuries in male amateur football? A prospective cohort study, Jur Brauers - RFS, UMC Utrecht
12.15-12.20u  Phenotypes of self-management strategies in primary care patients with moderate medically unexplained physical symptoms, Mariëlle Beems - AWF Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

12.20-12.25u  Facilitators and barriers on participation experienced by people after stroke, Vivianne van Beyeren Bergen en Henegouwen - Revant, Breda

12.25-12.30u  Perceived physical activity in adults with cardiovascular disease, during outpatient cardiac rehabilitation, Rutger Groothuis - UMCG, Groningen

12.30-12.35u  Phenotypes in Movement Behaviours of Patients with Hip and/or Knee Osteoarthritis – a cross-sectional study, Anne de Hoop - Hogeschool Utrecht & RFS, UMC Utrecht

12.35-12.40u  Construct validity and test-retest reliability of the Keele STarT MSK tool in patients with musculoskeletal pain in physiotherapeutic care, Anke van den Broek - RFS, UMC Utrecht

12.40u  Afsluiting door dr. Martijn Pisters & dr. JanJaap van der Net